1. HELL PIZZA
2. THE KINGFISHER INDIAN
3. CHINA WOK
4. LEASED
5. TOM AND BRIDGET
6. SMARTYPANTS
7. SUBWAY®
8. KAIYO
9. MISOLA HAIR & STYLE
10. PETALS NAIL SALON
11. MUFFIN BREAK
12. FOR LEASE
13. 7-TEA
14. FUSH
15. UNICHEM PHARMACY
16. JOE'S GARAGE
17. MEXICALI FRESH
18. THE GOOD HOME

A. GSI
B. PROPERTY
TRANSFER OFFICE
C. SAUNDERS & CO LAWYERS

FUTURE TOWN CENTRE DEVELOPMENT

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE ILLUSTRATED MAP IS AN ARTIST'S IMPRESSION AND IS TO BE USED AS A GUIDE ONLY. WHILST EVERY CARE IS TAKEN TO ENSURE THAT THIS PLAN IS CORRECT, IT IS INDICATIVE ONLY AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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